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JANUARY 1995, VOLUME

FROM
During Spring Break, I had
the good fortune of visiting New
York City. I happened to be at the
Center for Puerto Rican Studies at
Hunter College when I came
across a fiery demonstration outside and inside the campus. For
weeks before I arrived, there had
been massive student demonstrations protesting Governor George
Pataki's proposed budget cuts and
a $1,000 tuition increase for City
University of New York (CUNY)
students. These demonstrations,
which included high school students that would be affected, were
held downtown and at most
CUNY campuses, often became
violent with the arrival of the
NYPD in full riot gear.
But that's New York-this is
Chicago where the only interest-
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ing thing happening is the ouster
of president Gordon Lamb. Yes,
the tall arrogant white man wearing a dark blue suit, who was
rarely seen walking the halls of
Northeastern in a fast, pompous
goose-walk, with nose in the air,
never bothering to look down at
the student. This man, who makes
$122,000 a year with an unprecedented $500,000 house to live in
and a brand new car, has no understanding of the working students who are struggling to pay for
an education. He has had little regard for the Urban Mission, yet
under the terms ofhis contract, he
is allowed to maintain his salary
and house for six months after he
leaves officially.
His departure leaves the students and faculty ofNortheastern

with fewer classes, professors, student public and social spaces (like
the Unicorn and library lounge),
tuition hikes and an expensive,
useless, basketball team, just to
name a few. All in all, after Lamb
is gone his detestable legacy and
menacing policies will linger on.
So good by and good riddance,
Gordon Lamb. As for all you students, wake up and smell the coffee, beware of what might replace
the reptile. Something better or
perhaps worse. Whatever the
case, let's take the example of the
CUNY students and not let these
bureaucrats
deprive
our
communitites ofwhat is rightfully
ours-our future.
Eduardo Arocho
Editor
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SERVING THE PUERTO RICAN AND NEIU COMMUNITY FOR OVER 20
YEARS! HEY, PUERTO RICANS AND ALL YOU BEAUTIFUL LATINOS l WOULD YOU
LIKE TO LEARN
HOW TO WRITE, THINK, RESEARCH, LEARN NEWS SKILLS,
.
WORK FOR YOUR COMMUNITIES FUTURE? THEN QUE ONDEE SOLA IS FOR
YOU. JOIN OUR STAFF! BECOME A PARTICIPANT NOT A SPECTATOR IN SHAPING THE COURSE OF THEPUERTO RICAN COMMUNITYNOTJUST IN CHICAGO,
BUT ALSO IN THE WORLD. HELP US DEFINE A FREE AND SOVERIGN PUERTO
RICAN NATION FOR THE FUTURE. SEND US YOUR THOUGHTS, POEMS, ARTICLES , OPINIONS ETC .... Q.O.S. OFFICE ,E-041, EXT. 3805 AND ASK FOR
E])UARDO AROCHO.
•,

UNION FOR PUERTO RICAN STUDENTS (UPRS)
SINCE 1971 AN ACTIVE AND INSPIRATIONAL PART OF THE PUERTO RICAN
COMMUNITY.
IF YOU ARE INERESTED IN BEING AT THE FRONT LINE IN THE SERVICE OF
YOUR COMMUNITY AND A ROLE MODEL FOR THE NEW STUDENTS, PROVIDING CULTURAL AND INFORMATIONAL WORKSHOPS AND ACTIVITES FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF THE PUERTO RICAN COMMUNITY THEN COME AND FIND
OUT WHAT THE UNION FOR PUERTO RICAN STUDENTS IS ALL ABOUT. WE
MEET ON TUESDAYS AT 1:40 TO 2:30 IN E- 041 EXT. 3805.
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THE LEGACY OF A TYRANT:

INTERVIEW WITH CHARLIE BARBER
Give us the background on the movement
against Dr. Lamb
When Gordon Lamb came here
nine years ago there was all kind ofgood
will because the University was flourishing under Ron Williams, who was letting his subordinate administrators try
to accommodate the faculty. There was
a lot of good will left for whoever the
new president was. I had some differences with Ron Williams, but there was
a general impression that Ron Williams
at least understood what we called the
Urban Mission. The single greatest
problem is that Gordon lamb has never
understood what we understand to be
the Urban Mission. His behavior, his actions, show that he did not take the
trouble to learn what we do at this, what
I call a family university. -And since he
never took this trouble he's had certain
assumptions that he was going to
change us into something that I like to
call a taxpayers Loyola. Which is an insult to Loyola as well as us, because they
do certain things and they do them well
and we do our things well. It's as if he
never paid attention to the average age
of our students which is 27, or their situation in regards to work. Once this is
kept in mind it is understandable why
he pushes market driven athletics and
blows all kinds of money that would be
available for summertime courses or
replacing the 50 professors that we lost.
He has, I think the operative mentality
of a juvenile delinquent. In other words
he's delinquent in the sense that he's got
this power to destroy, which he has with

the budget and he's juvenile in that he
is not able to take an adult look at what
realities are. According to Eric Hopper,
history is made by juveniles. This behavior seems to be very destructive of
this university precisely, because in nine
years, he seems incapable ofgrowing in,
growing up to the institution. This fixation with market driven athletics, which
is a scandal in schools which have a far
greater budget than we do, like Urbana,
with an 850 million dollar budget.
We've got a 55 million dollar budget.

Couldyou explain what market driven athletics is?
Market driven athletics is to be
distinguished between academic driven
athletics. Academic driven athletics is
our physical education department.
They produce the coaches, teachers and
superintendents for the Chicago area.
They have an academic mission, they
have academics who are teaching this
area, some of whom used to coach and
in this context inter-collegiate athletics
can be very positive for the students
who are in training to be teachers. We
supply a lot of the Physical Education
teachers. Once upon a time, before the
advent of Men's football and Men's Basketball, that's what all the Athletics departments were like. But Market driven
Athletics is something that drives the
Big Ten Universities, has driven Northern to have a football team that they
have admitted they can't afford. Chicago State has the same problem. What
they could afford is something local.
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You can win basketball games for the
same amount of money that you lose
them at this level. But the point is you
are providing competition that our kids
are going to have a chance against and
that you are not simply for television
time, which explains the new basketball
floor, which is strictly cosmetic. This
kind of thing is imagery, this is something that juveniles go for, to see themselves on t.v. It's a juvenile endeavor at
the level of Champaign-Urbana, you
could say that it's juvenile, but again, it's
public entertainment, there is some
kind of return on the dollar, and there
is alumni support for this kind of thing.
You don't have alumni support for this
at northeastern.

sity. We don't need to have a homecoming weekend because everybody goes
home every day. We could put the
money that's being wasted on sports
and open this place up for the weekend,
but that would take true leadership.
It seems that the powers in
Springfield, the Governor and Lieutenant Governor were not pleased with his
performance and he is being swept out

What is the situation now?
My understanding is that he has
resigned, made some kind of deal.
I know that the Board of Governors is scheduled to be terminated December 31st and the new setup will start
January 1st.

would take true leadership.

Are you familiar with the new set up?
Nobody is, least of all Governor
Edgar. The hope is, we get people who
know who we are and know what we do
as a community family-oriented univer-

We could put the money
that's being wasted on
sports and open this place
up for the weekend, but that

sooner than he wanted to go. But it is
possible that he planned to go this year.
He is vested in the sense that he can get
maximum retirement income this year.
It's probably a little sooner than he'd
like and he's going out under a cloud,
with people dancing in the halls for joy.
But one of the reasons that he's probably not hanging on for dear life and
fighting being kicked out, presumably

is his ability to schmooze the people on
the Board and the people at Springfield,
which he seemed to have been very
good at. But this would explain why he
wouldn't fight and why he can say,
"well, I was planning to retire." This is
typical in any bureaucracy, nobody is
ever fired. But every faculty person, every student, every civil servant I've
talked to say they don't care wheather
he's fired or not, just as long as he goes.

What do you think is Lamb's legacy?
He's left a legacy of fewer classes,
of majors that can't be undertaken, a
net loss of fifty professors that's a terrible legacy. And a serious moral problem. A legacy ofintimidation, a "chilling
effect" on relationships between faculty
and administrators, which was definitely not the case with Ron Williams.
You could disagree violently with Ron
Williams and John Conley on one issue
and work perfectly well on another issue bacause I did. That's the way it
should be and that's the way it is in an
adult world. In a juvenile delinquent
world, things get connected.

QUE ONDEE SOLA
is published at Northeastern
Illinois University. The opinions
expressed in Que Ondee Sola do
not necessarily those of the
administration. Responsibility
for its contents lies solely with
the staff. We appreciate and
encourage any and all suggestions and contributions.
Editor
Eduardo Arocho
Co-Editor Hector Quetell
Staff
Riccadonna Rivera,
Vicky Camilo, Daniel Sanchez,
Raquel Rosado.
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INTERVIEW WITH THE BLACK STUDENT
MOVEMENT'S ADEEB ASAD
WHEN WAS THE BLACK STUDENT
MOVEMENT STARTED?

The organization was officially
started in the fall of 1993, when we began to organize the Black Student
Movement.
WHO STARTED THE ORGANIZATION?

Primarily, students from the Center for Inner-City Studies recognized
that there was no programmatic, institutionalized, organized kinds of activities taking place there. Even though
students at CI.CS. were paying student
activity and other fees that go into the
general pool of money that students organizations use to put on activities. We
were still paying those fees, but weren't
getting any of the benefi~s, so we felt it
was within our rights to form some type
of organization that would be designed
to sponsor programs that would be for
the upliftment and raise the consciousness of primarily African-American students. Generally, the Black Student
Movement is only a part of the broader
struggle ofBlack people in this country
and throughout the world. We are a
movement within ourselves but we are
only a part of the broader movement.
DEFINE THE PURPOSE OF THE
BLACK STUDENT MOVEMENT.

Our purpose is to organize black
students and to make them more aware
of the struggle against racism and oppression and to determine what our
role as students at this time to be in that
struggle. What we understand racism

to be at this time is white supremacy: I
think it is very important when we begin to start talking about racism that we
don't take it out of context. Racism is
defined by Dr. Bobby Wright as the
oppression and exploitation of any
group because of their race, primarily,
or because of their religion for that matter. At this particular time in history,
black people or any other people for
that matter, other than white people
today to oppress, to exploit or to enslave
any other group. We are not in any position, we don't have the power to hold
any other group down, although there
are some black people that are prejudiced towards white people, but having
the attitude and the power to be a racist. So, racism is not just an individual

kind of thing where we look at individual, isolated events. We look at the
global white supremacy movement
which is designed to oppress to exploit,
to repress and suppress the world of
African and dark people. We are against
that movement and want to organize
black students to raise their consciousness and awareness of our movement
against white supremacy.
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE ACTIVITIES
THAT THE BLACK STUDENT MOVEMENT
IS PLANNING OR HAS ALREADY
IMPLEMENTED IN ORDER TO PROMOTE
CONSCIOUSNESS AMONG THE
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDENT
POPULATION IN THE UNIVERSITY?

In the Fall of '94 we participated

6
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organizers from around the country
who came to share with us their rich
knowledge and information about how
we can better organize on our college
campuses. In November, we went to a
conference in Baltimore, Maryland and
it was the National State of the Race
conference. Also in November, we
brought Sister Soulja, a sister who is an
African scholar, organizer, and author.
She came to C.I.C.S. to share some information on how we could better organize on our college campus. That was
our First Annual Black Unity Forum.
She was our keynote speaker and we
also had the Last Ghetto Poets performing and a couple of other people who
said some things. So these are just a few
programs that we've either participated
in or sponsored ourselves that helped
us reach our objective and fulfill our
purpose.
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE FUTURE
GOALS OF THE ORGANIZATION?

in several conferences and programs, as
well as put on programs. In October, we
went to the National African-American
Students Association conference at
Howard University in Washington DC.
The N.A.A.S.A. is designed to again organize students on a national scale as

opposed to a university wide organization. It is designed to organize black stud en ts and unite them with other
students who have common consciousness, objectives, and purpose. At that
conference, there were many distinguished scholars, representatives and

Some of our goals are to promote
operational unity among preexisting
organizations and identifying with
other oppressed nations, nationalities
and individuals who struggling and
who are in the same struggle and want
the same type of things we want. And
that means promoting operational
unity within the Black student organizations that are here, the Puerto Rican
student organizations, the Hispanic
organizations and any other organization or groups who want to contribute
to struggle for justice, for freedom, for
equality; who really want to make a contribution. Basically our objective is to
promote operational unity and one activity that has come out of that is the
Martin Luther King day program,
which was a collaborative effort on the
part of the Union for Puerto Rican Stud en ts, the Black Heritage, the Black

Caucus, the Black Student Movement,
the Literary Society and the Hellenic
Club.
WHAT IS OPERATIONAL UNITY?

Operational unity is not just saying we have unity, but when I say operational I mean where we can see it
operating. Where we can see it operating and functioning, you can see programmatic initiative being made. That's
just one example of how we intend to
continue to promote operational unity.
We plan to put on a couple more activities for Black History Month and
throughout the year, because we believe
that Black History Month is not just one
month out of the year, but 365 days a
year and sometimes even 366.

QuE ONDEE Sou
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of apathy and complacency and passivity which is very prevalent within our
community. Just a feeling of powerlessness - a feeling of "I don't have to do
nothing," a feeling that I ain't trying to
change the world, all that black stuff is
over we're free now. We've got to get out
of that mind set. So the things that

just doing it for nothing. We recognize
that people are just ignorant for the
most part which is not really negative.
It only becomes a negative when there
is information available, when there are
programs available, but when you chose
to be ignorant you choose to be a slave.

WHAT CAN THE STUDENTS CURRENTLY
IN THE UNIVERSITY DO TO AFFECT THE
COMMUNITY? SPECIFICALLY THE
STUDENTS WHO FEEL POWERLESS OR
WHO DON 1T SEEM INTERESTED BECAUSE
THEY ARE TOO BUSY WITH THEIR OWN
COMMUTING LIVES.

Bur WHAT CAN

STUDENTS HERE DO TO AFFECT ANYTHING
OR TO AFFECT THE COMMUNITY OR TO BE
INVOLVED IN ANYTHING THAT IS
POLITICAL?

First thing that we've got to do,
not just black students, but all students
that are progressive, conscious and
aware, and are trying to do some forward thinking. We have to get out of the
commuter school syndrome, what I call
the idea or the attitude that "I come to
school and I go home." That students
don't feel the need to organize or don't
feel the need to get involved in activities that are progressive and that are for
the upliftment of the student population and for the betterment of the university. The first thing we have to do is
to get out of that. That's is also a form

Black students can do to help us to
reach our goals is to get involved. We
believe that activism is an alternative to
apathy. That you have to get active and
that you have to get involved. Many students complain that there's not enough
activities that there's not enough things,
that school is boring, but things don't
just happen-college life is what you
make it, just like in life. When you come
to college, it's all about what you make
it, it's not just about expecting that
something's going to happen. We need
students to get involved, to help us organize and to support us even if they
can't come to all the meetings. Show
your support, so we won't feel that we're

How ARE YOU GOING TO

TEACH PEOPLE

ABOUT BEING PROGRESSIVE OR HOW ARE
YOU GOING TO GUIDE PEOPLE INTO
DEVELOPING THEIR OWN UNDERSTANDING
OF WHAT THIS MOVEMENT IS ABOUT?

The most effective way we can do
that is by example. We can't force anybody to do anything they really don't
want to do. We have to lead and serve
by example by showing them that we
have some information that is pertinent
to their survival.
How DO

YOU PLAN TO DESSIMINATE

THAT INFORMATION?

One way is to have regular meetings, by coming together as a support

8
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group and not just to discuss business
but to show our support for one another. Especially being on a predominantly white campus , which is
somewhat hostile at times, where you
really feel the sting of white supremacy
because you are a minority in the sense
of being on campus as opposed to an
all black and Hispanic environment.
lsN 'T

CI.CS. A PREDOMINANTLY
BLACK CAMPUS ?

Yes, C.I.C.S. is predominantly African -American and for the most part
the students over there get the kind of
information that we are trying to press
upon them. Its not enough for them just
to learn it, but to apply it, because its
not enough just to have knowledge and
information. In other words, the theoretical portion of the part but not the
practice. That's part of what the Black
Student Movement serves as, is to practice that which is learned or practice
that which is preached. We sponsor
programs such as speakers and films to
disseminate that information and also
lectures. We plan to produce and publish a newsletter. We would like to market the ideas that put forward, because
that's the only way to combat the ideas
of white supremacy. We consider ourselves to be at war and it's a war ofideas.
I think it was Dr. Jeffreys who said that
the struggle for the 21st century is the
struggle for the minds of African
peoples. Dr. Wooden said that if you
can control the way a man thinks than
you don't have to tell them what to do.
And Dr. Bobby Wright said the same
thing when he talked about mentacide,
which is the systematic destruction of
a people's mind. It's all about ideas and
about the educational system. We all
know that this is a euro-centric educational system where we are taught to be
primarily Europeans. We have to try to

.Black Student
Movement activity
at CenterfarlnnerO'ty Studies
fiatunizg Dr. John
Henrik Clarke

get out of the European way and try to
be more African centered in our thinking and one way we can do that is by
marketing and promoting the ideas
that we want people to be thinking
about. That's the way we can most effectively combat white supremacy and
combat ignorance by giving people information.

Do YOU HAVE ANY MESSAGES TO GIVE TO
THE NON-BLACK OR NON- MINORITY IN
THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY WHO ARE
ALSO PAYING AND WHO FEEL THAT THEY
MAY WANT TO CONTRIBUTE OR TO FIND
OUT OR TO BE A PART OF SOMETHIN G IN
THE MOVEMEN T?

Well, white students and other
students, whoever they may be are welcomed. As a university policy we can't

QuE ONDEE Sou
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discriminate against anyone joining our
organization because we get student
activity fees and its state law so anyone,
for that matter, can join our organization. We just ask people to respect us
and to respect what we are doing. But if
whites, Puerto Ricans, Mexicans,
Asians want to join our organization
they have to understand that we have
an agenda, program, mission and a purpose. And our mission and our purpose
and our agenda is not going to be coopted and diverted or subverted or anything like that. We have a mission and
an objective and we're going to stay on
point and we're going to stay focused.

some whites who are very interested. I
have met whites who are progressive.
But for the most part, outside the university, I think that whites should form
their own organizations and should go
into their own communities, instead of
trying to join our organization, and
teach their own people. If they're sincere, like white people are sincere about
fighting for abortion rights, if they're so
sincere about fighting against racism,
they should be fighting against racism
with just as much passion and vengeance as they do about being prochoice. Ifthey did, racism could be over
in a very short period of time.

tance ofgetting the information that we
had available. They came out and
showed their support. Therefore, that
let's us know that we are doing what we
are suppose to be doing and we can get
the support that we got that day.

So anyone who is progressive and
wants to help us to reach our goals can
join. But I'd like to say this for the
record: the majority of white people
will not want to be part of our work
because the majority of white people
are in the mindset of white supremacy
and really don't want to expose the
myths and lies of white supremacy. It's
very painful for them, but there may be

How ABOUT THE COMMUNITY AROUND
C.J. C.S. -HOW WILL THEY BE AFFECTED
BY THE MOVEMENTS PROGRAMS?

I think that our community will
be positively affected because we're putting on programs that are for the
upliftment of the community. At our
program for Dr. Clark, we had a very
large community turnout because the
community felt the need and the impor-

WHAT CAN THE UNIVERSITY DO OR
WHAT HAS THE UNIVERSITY NOT DONE OR
WHAT CAN THE ADMINISTRATION DO TO
ASSIST THIS PROCESS?

The administration for the most
part is white. Our school of thought
would say that white people can't do
anything. But what I would say in a university context is that white people can
show their support by supporting us. If
college is supposed to be the marketplace ofideas where people are suppose
to learn, then there shouldn't be any
problems with us promoting our ideas
and the message that we're trying to get
across. Ifthe University is sincere about
multi-culturalism, if it is sincere about
people being free and equal and all of
that and many of them pay lip service
to Dr. King and his dream; if they are
sincere, then they should support us.
We're trying to raise the consciousness
and awareness of black students and
trying to put on positive activities for
black students so we can do positive
things and make a contribution to the
university. Based upon that they should
support us. They should give us the support that we need, they should not give
us any static , any opposition and
should not be hostile toward us, even if
we may be critical of them . There
should not be any problems. What they
can do is just support us and our programs, in any and every way possible,
primarily financially .

10
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THE PROFESSOR THAT TAUGHT ME ABOUT MYSELF
-HECTOR QuETELL

Growing up as a kid, I didn't really understand my role in life. Even
during high school, I had little contact
with what I would call "the outside
world." I attended an all Puerto Rican
school, where my exposure was limited
to young people who were in the same
stage of social isolation as I was. The
"ghetto" or "barrio" mentality, protected us from the prejudice outside our
community to an extent, but the price
was cultural stagnation in many ways.
I was confused about myself, in
the sense of who I really was. Who were
my fore bearers, and why did my ancestors find themselves migrating to these
northern lands, so different from the
tropical home of their youth. I didn't
really know much about Puerto Rican
history until I started attending college.
I had only visited my native island three
times, and I was as much a tourist as
any Anglo from the mainland. Being a
student at Northeastern, I registered for
classes on Puerto Rican and general
Latin American history. As I progressed
in my studies, I continued to add to my
knowledge of Latin America-Puerto
Rico. As I came to understand the situation that took place in Puerto Rico
politically and historically, I learned
more about my origins and cultural values. I even learned about the richness
of my ethnic heritage, the mixture of
races that made up who and what I was.
Someone who helped me greatly
understand and see myself as a Puerto
Rican man is Professor Jose Lopez. He
is a professor of Criminal Justice and
Latin American Culture at Northeast-

em. He is also Puerto Rican, and a community activist, working to improve the
quality oflife not only for Puerto Ricans
in Chicago, but for all Latinos. He is also
a firm believer in independence for
Puerto Rico.
He taught me about the many historical conflicts that Puerto Rico has,
and is still going through. About the
question oflndependence versus Statehood as an alternative to the present
chaotic political status in my home island. As a native born Puerto Rican, he
can speak about life there, one thing I
did not experience, being born and
raised in Chicago. He experienced life
in small villages in the interior of the
island, and had to adapt to immigration
and the changes it demanded from him.
My interaction with professor Lopez
has changed my mind completely on
how I see Puerto Rico's relationship
with the United States. He espouses the
question of why should Puerto Rico remain the only colony in the western
hemisphere, and why the United States
wants to perpetuate this status in direct
conflict with the best interest of the
Puerto Rican people.
Understanding his views has
brought me to develop a real feeling of
belonging to the Puerto Rican community. It has motivated me to contribute
to the development of my community.
To help ourselves grow into a community of self -help. Although I will no
longer take additional courses with professor Lopez, I shall keep in academic
contact with him. He has gotten me involved in many community activities.

For instance, an AIDS/HIV program
that targets the Puerto Rican community to show prevention through educating themselves on the issue ofAIDS/
HIV.
Professor Lopez has helped me to
grow as a young Puerto Rican. I'm
proud ofwho I am and proud of my history. Where once I felt lost and unimportant in a society that did not care,
now I feel secure knowing that I could
sit down with a group and talk about
history and its changes. I feel I am a
deserving citizen, not only ofthe United
States, but a member of a greater society of nations, a recipient of a rich and
worthy culture nearly halfa millennium
old.
Professor Lopez opened up a
whole new world of cultural heritage
and ethnic pride for me. Before I met
him, I felt I was a member of a lesser,
Seepage15
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A VERY SUBJECTIVE VIEW OF
"OPERATION WETBACK" (1957J
AvorcJA
The story you are about to read was
originally written in the late 1950's, names
have been changed and everyone in the
story is really a composite personality. It
was easier to take so many people and
squeeze them together into a pen. It was
also necessary in this day and age when it
is wise to disguise the truth for the protection of both the innocent and the guilty.
Time has proven me right because no one
would print this story, when it was written, the subject was unspeakable. I knew it
was a powerful story, so I never gave up
trying and it'sfinally getting published all
over the place.
The 1st time I came to California,
"Operation Wet Back" was in full effect. I
was a babyfaced teenager that no one
would hire. So I, like almost everyone else
in the neighborhood I lived in, wound up
working as afarmworker. It was a nightmarish education I wouldn't wish on anyone, but one I'm grateful for having
experienced.
Because all the people in the story are
composite personalities, everyone always
Avotcja ( Pronounced Avacha). La
gente me dice "Musica, Poeta y Loca''. but I'm
also a photographer, teacher, D.f, mother and
grandmother. I've been published in Social
justice, 3rd World Women, Time To Crees,
Companeras, Black Artists on the Black Art,
Morena, and the Black Scholar.I have a book
coming out, "Pura Candela/Pure Fire" (poetry, short stories/photography) in English,
Spanish and Spanglish.

wants to know which one is really me. My
answer is always that I'm part of every
It was going to be hot! Hotter
than yesterday. Everyday hotter than
the day before. You could see it coming
... glowing red on the eastern horizon.
Freezing shivering as we climbed on the
raggedy trucks. We feared the cold almost as much as we feared the ass burning heat that was waiting for us in the
fields. Had a few quick flashes of Papi
and my tia Milagros cutting cane in
Puerto Rico ... my mother sewing stars
on American flags in Brooklyn ... the
armies of no-name Ricans slaving away
in the garment district in Manhattan .. .
Black share croppers all over the south .. .
somehow this all looked familiar.
It looked like half of East L.A. all
of Mexico was climbing into those
trucks. A few Blacks (including Mississippi Mo ... who was married to the one
we affectionately called "Wetback"
Lupe/we all had corny nick-names in
those days). There was a handful ofFilipinos, 2 or 3 unwashed beat-niks (looking for a real ethnic experience), and
me (Borinquei'ia negra/ employment
office reject). Folks called me "La
Merengona.
Feeling scared lonely straight out
ofNew York City, on my own sitting on
a crowded truck on my way to pick fruit,
vegetables, anything, because no-one
else would hire a 16 year old girl race
Black. I was a new-comer to the Barrio

an outsider so everybody still pretended I didn't exist. Mexican kind of
Spanish sounding kind of funny/
weird ... a different kind of rhythm ...
strange ... not realizing that my New
York Rican Spanglish sounded just as
weird funny to them. I kept looking at
a lonely looking Indian dude, who kept
looking at me. Looking at each other
across the crowded truck. Dark... darker
than me, almost as dark as Papi . He
stood out like a light, his color, his not
quite American ways ... his clothes.
Found out he was from Chiapas,
Mexico. The local Chicanos called him
"the hick", "the wetback", "el Mayate".
(With well indoctrinated mestizo arrogance), they thought he was a funny
looking square. I thought he was handsome. His name was Adalberto. Look
out Fresno ... iYa viene East Los!
Big/fat/ crude/greasy /red faced
Patron grinning at us. Screaming orders
in English (which most didn't understand), telling us to work hard we'd be
rewarded. Diciendo ... "Bring all y'alls
friends ta morra, we ain't got nuttin
against you Wetbacks. We even protects
our workers here. Yassiree, all our
Messy-can friends can feel right at
home here!"
As we were walking to the fields
the gringo (patron), walked up to me ...
Lupe put his hairy/smelly arms around
our shoulders told us if we acted right
we could even make a bonus ... HA HA
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urumrff. Lupe shrugged him off and
walked over to her husband. I thought
I heard the ... bastard whisper "Nigger
lover" under his breath, as I spit in the
dirt and ran as fast as I could into a
group of teen age Chicanos, who smiled
their approval at me.
In the fields I was clumsy slow ...
the joke of East Los. For each basket I
filled, some 10 year old Chicano kid
filled five. I was humiliated, hot, thirsty,
pissed off... for a minute or two I even
wished I had stayed in Harlem. There,
at least, I could go back to work at the
fish market... or maybe run some "numbers". I could even steal enough to feed
myself without being laughed at... or
could I really?
By noon I thought I was dying.
Fingers, legs, shoulders, back yelling for
a rest. And my head ... aiii Dios, my
head ... felt like the damn thing was going to split open ... Bar B Q' ed Nigger!
Soaking wet ... soaking wet from head
to foot. My straightened hair long since
gone kinky from the sweat. My first
"Natural Afro" hair style ... sweat running out of my hair into my eyes ... burning my eyes, blurring my vision.
Frustration finally got me. I sat down
and cried and cried and cried.
Very gently, so gently I don't know
how long it was there before, I felt the
hand on my shoulder. Paranoid, thinking it was the Patron again, I balled up
my fist and swung around as hard as I
could ,hitting nothing but the wind. It
was Adalberto, my new Indian friend.
His calm black eyes smiling without saying anything he tied a red handkerchief
around my head right over my eyebrows put his hat on my head. He took
my hand, pulled me to my feet, dragged
me down the row, showed me what I
was doing wrong, how to do it right silently walked away.
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At the end of the day I walked like
a cripple back to the truck ... tired as
hell, but feeling super slick because
there had been a mistake and I'd received credit for more than I had
picked. I felt like the original Bandida
Borinquena until I looked at Adalberto.
His smile let me know that those extra
baskets were no mistake. I smiled back
my gratitude and handed him his hat.
Mariachi music, rhythm blues,
teen-age Chucos y sus Rucas just hanging out. Drunks and philosophers, holier than thou church ladies gossiping
on the corners, next to Lady-watching
Vatos locos ... East Los ... Home again, for
a little while, at least. Mo and Lupe got
straight off the truck, kissed their army
of waiting kids hello and good bye, and
went straight to their other job (swingshift at the soap factory). Adalberto dis-

appeared. Jorge went straight to the local cantina and got drunk. I had no
place to go, so I walked the streets until
my burning feet could take no more. I
tried to get to my little room, over
Senora Cruz's liquor store, without running into Senora Cruz (my land-lady).
Something almost impossible as she
had the eyes of an eagle, the ears of a
ciega and for some strange reason she
liked me (strange, because she didn't
like anyone). I received her usual sermon about the salvation waiting for me
at the local catholic church 2nd how
good it made her feel to know I didn't
drink. I finally fell asleep looking out the
window of my room at the California
version of what I had run away from in
New York.
Up at 3:30 am, getting it together
for another day in the fields. Every
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muscle stiff. I must have looked like the
grandmother of somebody's greatgrandmother, crawling down the street
like I needed a cane. Feeling like I'd been
beat with a baseball bat and looking
about the same. The only difference
between this day and the day before was
that I was wearing a hat and had a handkerchief tied around my head. No more
super head-aches for me!
Same shivering with the cold, but
knowing it was only a matter of time
before God turned on the heat baked
our brains again. Pretty much the same
faces, with the exceptions of our aromatic "friends", the beat-niks, who had
long since decided that all this ethnic
shit was beneath their dignity (much
easier to write home to daddy). Same
trucks, same Adalberto, quiet, smiling
at me. Same Patron, seeing only my ass
and informing me that when I got tired
of the fields and "Wetbacks" I could
look him up (hijo de los ratones
blancos. I silently wished he would lie
his mama on some railroad tracks while
he waited). Everything, every day the
same. The same as they had always been
for some would always be for a lot
more. Same fields, same sun, same
work, same people. I felt angry, not
knowing why, still too young and stupid to understand the "why's" of what
was happening.
The sun danced it's way across the
heavens, our heads, our backs. Halfway
through the day most of my stiffness
was gone. I found myself more numb
than stiff and more sore than tired. My
body worked like an automatic machine. I blanked out my mind, the anger. Every once in a while I'd be
snatched into reality by a word, a grito,
laughter, or the many curses directed at
the patron/his mama/his children and
his ancestors. And every once in a while,
Adalberto would come over, show me

where I was messing up and help me get
it back together. Sometimes Lupe, Mo
and Jorge would come by and pat me
on the shoulder, pass me a sandwich,
or just let me know they cared. It was at
times like that, that the loneliness
would fade. But the numbness took
over most of the time. I just went blank.
It was pay day, everyone was excited. As we were finishing up,
Adalberto came by and borrowed my
High School sweater. We all then lined
up in front of mister/all-American/
apple-pie/Christian/super-red-neck/
Smith Jr. to collect our money, but it
was not going to be all that easy.
We stood there looking at the patron, who sat on the back ofa truck grinning at us. All of a sudden two carloads
of La Migra drove up, jammed on their
brakes and jumped out. They were followed by a van.
The shit was on, my mind was
blown, folks were running, women and
men were crying, everybody was
screaming. I was scared. People were
grabbed, snatched, dragged, punched
and kicked by La Migra, thrown into
the van, driven away, most never to be
seen again. I didn't understand what
was happening, but Adalberto was
standing between me and Mo in my
High School sweater, "giving five", saying "man what's happening" every five
seconds until it was all over. When La
Migra split, Lupe (who had become invisible) reappeared. Then those of us
left got paid or got gypped. The Patron
was sitting there grinning from ear to
ear, as we got on the trucks and headed
back to East Los in silence. My first (but
a long way from my last), experience
with the sickness called "Operation
Wetback".
Back in East L.A., Adalberto, Jorge
and I went to eat at Lupe and Mo's
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house. While Lupe and I threw together
a MexiRican dinner, she ran down what
had happened, why it happened on payday, Bracero laws, Anglo lawlessness,
the open slavery of Mexican farm workers -a good chunk of my innocence died
right there on Lupes' kitchen floor. Everybody said my sweater saved
Adalberto's neck, but looking back I really think that La Migra just ran out of
room in their jail on wheels.
Monday-it starts all over again .
The same comer, the same trucks, but
lots of new faces-hungry, resigned faces,
proud faces. Kept looking around for
familiar smiles ... at least half of them
had disappeared. I guess La Migra had
made quite a few house calls over the
weekend. My anger so strong it hurt,
but working in the fields soon brought
back the numbness ... my mind went
blank again for a little while
One day a dude died in "The
Camps"- a friend of Adalberto's from
Chiapas. -So we went over to check
things out. iAiiii Dios! "The Camps!"The rat-trap little shacks called living
quarters breeding farms for mosquitoes
and flies and they were everywhere ...
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the things called beds, where people
were supposed to sleep, there are no
words to describe. One cold water
shower water source for the whole place
and one out-house (bien perfumada),
that made itself known long before you
were in the camp. Adalberto's friends '
shack had torn up plastic where windows should have been. We opened the
door- it was hanging there by no more
than a prayer. There was no electricity,
but there was enough light to see ... an
old man laying on the floor. .. an old
man dead, looked like he was asleep ...
like he had just got tired ... way too old
to have to work in the fields ... should
have been home in Chiapas playing
with his great-grand-children ... looked
like he just got tired and rather than lie
down on the nasty thing "they" called a
bed, he lay on the floor to take a nap,
an old, tired Mexican Indian man dead
on the floor. .. hew long ... how long ... a
wide awake nightmare -a horror movie
in living color. I cried all the way back
to East Los ... back to my room over Senora Cruz's liquor store. My room, my
penthouse, down the hall from hot cold
running water and a real toilet... my
little room with the real windows, the
funny curtains. All of a sudden my little
room with its electric lamp electric
heater wasn't so little any more.
We, Lupe and me, we got a stingy
brim hatfor Adalberto ... convinced him
to get a "quo vadis" (a super close hair
cut popular with Blacks in the "fifties"),
so he'd look like a Black dude ... keep the
authorities off his back. .. he could have
passed for my brother. We even got him
a California drivers license (even
though he couldn't drive), under a real
outstanding name, something like
Jimmy Lee Williams and coached him
at a few slangs and answers to questions
like "Can I see your papers?", "Are you
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a citizen of the U.S.A.?" It was all pretty
naive, sincere but naive, since he could
speak no other English and always had
to go back to the fields to work. The
fields being the main headquarters of
La Migra. But still, we used the same
type thing to get his brother and two
cousins (Noro, Rafael and Herminio),

city ... not so bored ... L.A. was a new
world ... but not so lonely anymore for
most of us. Most of our free time was
spent just checking it out, having a good
time, meeting new friends. Half our
nights we spent looking for Jorge and
we usually found him, drunk, half conscious or unconscious, but he was al-

into the country... some real small hair
curlers, a bottle of wave set , a few borrowed "ivy league" suits, we crossed the
border, R B on the radio loud ... laughing ... bouncing. We came stereo-tying
it all the way ... just another bunch of
college "Nigras" on a holiday ... "they"
didn't even look in the car. Back to the
fields, still couldn't find work in the

ways the first one at the trucks every
morning ... every morning ... always
ready to work. .. every night we'd drag
him home (the room next to mine), he'd
dream about his wife and kids in
Mazatlan. He used to tell us about
them, brag about them. He even cried
about them sometimes ... people used to
laugh at him, drunk, crying, a full

QuE ONDEE Sou
A VERY SUBJECTIVE VIEW ..
grown man like that -he wanted to send
for them, bring them to "the land of
plenty," but somehow he just never
made enough money. Couldn't speak
English equaled the fields, the fields
then and now equal no money. He never
made enough money, so he got drunk
and laughed the whole thing off. Everybody liked Jorge ... he was a natural
clown ... a real funny man ... at least
that's what they said. I started tutoring
some neighborhood kids in English,
Black and Mexican kids. It was an
evening volunteer program in a community center. I didn't really know what
I was doing. I probably learned more
than I taught (I had been a pretty lousy
student myself). But still, I did a fair job
and the kids dug me, so I was hired at a
good salary. I was a lucky girl, luckier
than a lot of my friends who were still
in the fields everyday ... every damn day
in the fields. And even though we still
saw each other every night, hung out
together, danced, played, cried and
laughed together. .. I spent most of my
time missing them . All the time I
missed them ... I was crazy with missing
them even when they were with me. I
tried to lie to myself. I tried to pretend
that I didn't know why I missed them.
It was like a desperate, helpless thing, a
feeling, a pain inside me ... knowing the
party was over ... knowing it was time
to grow up ... knowing "it" would happen ... never knowing when ... expecting
"it" ... waiting for "it" ... always knowing "it" would happen sooner or later.
And it did ... more sooner than later.
A bunch of teen-agers from the
center came told me to hurry, La Migra
just busted a truckload of farm workers around the corner ... a truck load including Adalberto, Rafael, Herminia,
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THE PROFESSOR WHO TAUGHT...

Norn and Lupe ... the city cops had to
get in on it too ... arrest Sippi because
he punched an immigration cop in the
mouth for slapping his wife Lupe on the
behind.
By the time I got there "it" was all
over ... they were gone. I could feel a new
kind of angry feeling frustration growing in me ... so much stuff flying around
in my sixteen year old head, so fast, so
hard, so unfair. I walked and walked
and walked and walked ... trying to slow
down my brain ... looking for that
numbness I used to find in the fields ...
then reality hit me ... no more time for
me to be a kid. iAiiiii Dios, Lupes' kids
I'd better go see about Lupes' kids.
Senora Cruz stopped in front of
her store, told me how "a bunch of dirty
Wetbacks were arrested a couple of
hours ago, almost a whole truckload of
'THEM', serves the ignorant fools right,
drinking and fighting all the time ... all
they do is make things rough on hard
working, educated Spanish people like
'US'. Wish 'They'd' stay down there
where 'THEY' belong and stop dirtying
the image of those of'US' who've made
it!" And thru my tears, I looked deep
into the emptiness ofher face and asked
myself MADE WHAT???
I walked away from Senora Cruz
with East Los looking and sounding just
a little bit more like Harlem.

vassal race, unwanted and vilified by
stereotypes perpetuated by the general
population. He helped me to open my
eyes and see my ancestry, not as another member of an underclass, where
poverty and lack of opportunities are
the norm, but as a member of a mother
culture that once dominated the European World. A nation that challenged
the unknown, conquered two continents, while competing with European
adversaries, and opened America to
the west.
I am a member, not of a race of
slaves, but a descendant of a race of
conquerors. Some of my ancestors arrived in America wearing silver armor,
and overcoming overwhelming odds,
transplanted their civilization to a territory 20 times larger than their original Spanish peninsula. The other side
of my ancestry is that of the ArawakTaino, peaceful people of great passions, who taught the Spaniards many
things before finally blending in with
them into a new race. And finally, the
proud Blacks of Western Africa, who
with the sweat of their brow and their
suffering under the master's whip built
cultures and economies. They endured
a period of European moral turpitude
where the strong oppressed the weak,
where the archebuz and the Toledo
sword were the law. And deservedly so,
earned a place in the history of the
American peoples. Those three races
make up my ancestry. And that has
given me the keys to self esteem, to
pride in my past, and hope for the future. Thanks to a man of conviction, I
have re-discovered them. They are in
my blood, and they are me.

The Dr. Pedro Alhizu Campos Museum
of Puerto Rican History and Culture
Presents
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